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Rising demand for industrial fabrics in

automotive applications is a significant

factor driving global industrial fabric

market revenue growth

VANCOUVER, BC, CANADA, November

22, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

global industrial fabric market size is

expected to reach USD 204.80 Billion

and register a revenue CAGR of 8.3% in

2028, according to latest analysis by

Emergen Research. Steady market

revenue growth can be attributed to

growth of the construction sector and

increasing emphasis on infrastructure development. Increasing use of industrial fabrics in the

construction sector has substantially improved construction quality.

In June 2019, Milliken & Company, which is a leading textile producer, made an announcement

about entering into an agreement for the acquisition of Polartec, which is a company that offers

performance textiles for military and outdoor apparel.

Request for a PDF sample of this report: https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-

sample/814

Some Key Highlights From the Report

By fiber type, the polyester segment contributed a significantly large revenue share to the global

market in 2020. Polyester fiber is highly versatile and finds wide application in production of

clothing due to its high durability and tenacity. Also, as a robust fiber material used in industries,

this fiber type is appropriate for repetitive and strong movements. The water-repelling property

of polyester makes it an appropriate material in industrial settings requiring water resistance

fabrics.
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By application, conveyor belt segment accounted for a significantly robust revenue share in

2020. Industrial fabrics are deployed as width fiber in conveyor belts to enhance fastener

retention and rip resistance, along with abrasion resistance. Conveyor belts produced from

polyester are developed for use in applications needing improved belt resistance to pyrolysis.

Also, use of fibers such as polyamide that are tough and highly resistant to abrasion extend

longevity of conveyor belts.

Some key players in the market report include DuPont, GR Henderson Co. Textile Ltd., Russett

Holdings, Johns Manville, ContiTech AG, Fitesa SA, Toray Industries Inc., Cerex Advanced Fabrics

Inc., Beaulieu Technical Textiles, and Sage Automotive Interiors Inc.

Market Segmentation:

The report categorizes the market into different key segments based on types and applications,

along with key regional segmentation. The report offers insights into the segment expected to

garner traction during the forecast period, and the region expected to dominate the market in

the coming years.
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The research study also offers insights into various regulatory frameworks and evaluates the

growth of the industry in each key region of the world. The report also provides an assessment

of the micro and macro-economic factors influencing the growth of the market in the mentioned

regions. The global Industrial Fabric market is segmented into the following based on the key

regions of the world:

North America (U.S., Canada)

Europe (U.K., Italy, Germany, France, Rest of EU)

Asia Pacific (India, Japan, China, South Korea, Australia, Rest of APAC)

Latin America (Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Rest of Latin America)

Middle East & Africa (Saudi Arabia, U.A.E., South Africa, Rest of MEA)

Request for Report Customization: https://www.emergenresearch.com/request-for-

customization/814

Exhaustive Analysis of the Competitive Landscape of the Global Industrial Fabric Market:

The global Industrial Fabric market report zeroes in on the overall competitive scope of this

industry vertical.

The study provides detailed product information, alongside their specifications and prime

applications.

The study entails various pricing models and profit returns accrued, outlined by the key

contenders across the market.

The report enlists a wide array of strategic initiatives, for example, recent business deals,

collaborations, joint ventures, mergers & acquisitions, product launches, and technological

upgradation.
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The inference of the report comprises an exhaustive study of the key players of the market.
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To know more about the report, visit @ https://www.emergenresearch.com/industry-

report/industrial-fabric-market

Thank you for reading our report. The report can be customized based on the regions and

countries, as well as clients’ requirements. For more details, get in touch with us, and our team

will provide unparalleled assistance to ensure the report is according to your requirements.
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